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Welcome.  

I am especially delighted to introduce our keynote speaker, Mr. Helmut Pastrick, Chief 
Economist for Central 1 Credit Union.  

In Canada, Helmut is man whose credentials in local economic planning and insight are 
without peer. Last year Helmut’s presentation was a highlight of the Economic summit 
and I am very pleased that he is back by popular demand. 

Like you, I am anxious to hear his views on the Bay Area economy.  As we … at the 
very heart of Ontario’s Golden Horseshoe … need to look ahead and prepare to take 
advantage of the opportunities now coming before us.   

As the President and CEO of Horizon Utilities and the current provider of electrical 
power to over 240,000 homes and businesses in Hamilton and St. Catharines … I will 
be listening closely to Mr. Pastrick’s remarks. 

For most of us, thoughts of our economy are never far away. They lurk below the 
surface of our decision making, most every day.   

As many of you are aware, my company will soon merge with two other municipal 
electricity distribution companies … PowerStream in the York Region area … and 
Enersource in Mississauga.  This will create one larger company which will … in turn … 
purchase another distributor, Hydro One Brampton. 

This transaction will allow us to form a single electricity distribution company that … 
when the whole transaction comes together later this year … we at Horizon will see our 
customer base grow … from 240,000 to nearly one million.   

So why are we doing this?  

Well … basically it’s about economics. Economics of scale and economics of 
collaboration … each squarely-focused on excellence in customer service.  
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While I do not know what news Helmut will be bringing us today … good or bad … I can 
say that there is much good news from the economic side of our merger equation.  

The economies of scale that this merger brings assists us in holding down increases on 
the cost of distributing electricity and deliver services to customers at a lower cost than 
would otherwise be the case. 

The benefit of collaboration is equally as important for the Bay Area Economy…as we 
will be centralizing the utility operations for the new larger distribution company, serving 
nearly one million customers … the utility’s head office will be right here in the City of 
Hamilton. 

That’s exciting as this will not only maintain many highly-skilled jobs in the Bay 
Area…but the new larger organization creates additional economic activity for our 
region, bringing people from all across the large service territory to our Bay Area to do 
business. 

And in doing so this merger contributes to this region’s continued reputation as being 
one of the most highly-desirable places to live and work in Canada. 

Let me now officially introduce our keynote speaker, Mr. Helmut Pastrick, Chief 
Economist for Central 1 Credit Union. 

In both BC and Ontario, Central 1 represents a consumer-oriented, full-service retail 
financial system serving 2.9 million members, $80 billion in assets and owned primarily 
by its 158 member credit unions. 

Helmut is also the editor of the Economic Analysis of British Columbia and the 
Economic Analysis of Ontario publications. In addition, he provides economic analysis 
and forecast services to the credit union system.    

Prior to joining Central 1 in 1997, he spent many years with the Canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation in BC analyzing and forecasting the provincial housing market and 
economy.   

Mr. Pastrick is former President of the Association of Professional Economists of BC, a 
member of the Canadian Association for Business Economics, and the BC Economic 
Forecast Council.   

Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome Helmut Pastrick. 


